
.Comprehensive insert and assemble editing. Built-in CTL time code generator/reader

.4 audio tracks (2 Hi-Fi, 2 linear) .Heavy duty transport, motherboard construction

.Independent dubbing of CH1 and CH2 linear audio. Open architecture with 2 plug-in card slots

.Fast tape handling (32X search speed)

Fast, accurate time code editing just got affordable. Professional style videotape editing is now more
affordable than ever, thanks to JVC's new S-VHS 800 series. The BR-S800U is the editing workhorse that
allows you to configure a powerful editing system for thousands less than ever before. It features a fast,
heavy-duty tape drive similar to that used in JVC's renowned 22 Series. And its built-in CTL time code gives

8you unparalleled accuracy and flexibility, while maintaining the ease-of-use that JVC editing systems are
famous for. All of the editing features professionals have come to expect are found on the new 800 Series.



JVC's S-VHS is the format of choice for today's video professional. With over 400 lines of horizontal resolution and
excellent multi-generation editing capability, it is the most cost effective replacement for the aging 3/4-inch U-
format. With S-VHS, you can be assured of high quality video qnd audio-starting with your field acquisition and
continuing through the editing process. You can do it all in "S." JVC offers a wide variety of cameras, portable
recorders, monitors, editors and special effects generators for the S-VHS format. The BR-S800U is a full featured
editing recorder that gives professional performance at a modest price. , ,,"

Superb Video Performance

The BR-S800U incorporates the latest picture improvement
technology to produce razor sharp images with over 400
lines of horizontal resolution. Digital y /C separation, along
with a Chroma Noise Reducer, chroma aperture correction
and 3-line crosstalk cancellation all combine to offer out-
standing image quality, even when dubbing down multiple

generations.

Comprehensive Editing Functions

When connected with an external editing controller, such as
JVC's RM-G800U, the BR-S800U performs automatic or man-
ual insert editing as well as assemble editing. Video inserts
are glitch-free thanks to twin rotary erase heads, preroll,
frame servo and auto H-phase lock. The BR-S800U's Capstan
Bump feature assures con~istent, accurate edits.

4 Audio Tracks

The BR-S800U features JVC's extraordinary Hi-Fi VHS sound
system. Using 2 separate rotary FM-audio heads the BR-
S800U provides 2 channels of near CD-quality audio with a
dynamic range of more than 80dB. In addition to the 2 Hi-Fi
audio tracks, the BR-S800U boasts 2 linear audio tracks that
can be dubbed independently of each other and of the
video. This is invaluable for adding background music or
sound effects to an existing audio track, or for more sophis-
ticated audio editing.

Manual audio level controls and meters

The BR-S800U has two audio level meters, switchable be-
tween the Hi-Fi and linear channels. The 4 channels have
individual audio recording level controls. Separate input and
output terminals are also provided for all channels-both Hi-Fi
and normal. The Channel-2 audio meter doubles as a
tracking meter in the playback mode.

Variable-speed dial search at 32X

A front-panel search dial provides fast and accurate viewing
at up to 32 times normal tape speed in forward and reverse.
This is possible because the BR-S800U uses the same type of
tape drive mechanism designed for use in TV news editing
facilities where speed is of utmost importance. You'll appre-
date the positive, responsive feel of the BR-S800U.

CTL Time Code System

The BR-S800U includes a built-in time code generator/reader
that utilizes JVC's CTL Time Code System. This system re-
cords absolute tape address information (HH:MM:SS:FR) on
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the control track, and provides fast and acctJrate access to

any frame on the videotape. This system is fa(,superior to

conventional control track counters that lose reference when

the tape is removed from the machine. CTL Time Code can

be added to the tape during the recording process, or onto

an existing recorded tape using the Post Stripe mode. That

means that you don't need any special time code equipment

when you record your tapes in the field. What's more, with

the CTL Time Code system, you don't give up an audio track

or modify the video signal. CTL Time Code is the easiest and

most flexible time code available. For users who want to use

more conventional VITC or L TC time code, the optional plug-

in SA-RSOU card is available.

Open architecture

On the rear panel of the BR-S800U, there are 2 plug-in slots

that accept a variety of optional JVC expansion boards.

The SA-K27UA board provides an RS-232C interface for con-

nection to a variety of personal computer-based editing sys-

tems. You can use the BR-S800U with more sophisticated

editing controllers such as JVC's RM-G870U, by using the SA-

K26U RS-422 board. The SA-K28UA parallel (4S-pin) board

allows connection to older JVC editing systems. Other

boards include a plug-in time base stabilizer with DNR, and

VITC/LTC time code reader/generator.

RM-GSOOU Editing Controller

When connected to JVC's RM-G800U editing controller and a

source player such as the BR-SSOOU or another BR-S800U,

you have a complete easy-to-use editing system. The RM-

G800U controller plugs into the multi-pin Control Bus con-

nectOr on the BR-S800U's front panel. The RM-G800U has a

jog/shuttle dial like those found on the most expensive edit-

ing controllers. Since editing can be time code referenced,

accuracy and precision are assured. The RM-G800U also

features 2 GPI ports for control of external equipment such

as especial effects generators, character generators and

audio mixers.

Other features

.Menu display and on-screen mode check

.6-digit time counter for CTL and time-code data

.External timer playback/recording capability

.Automatic repeat playback and counter search

.Headphones jack with adjustable output level

.External sync capability

.Wired remote control capability (RM-G30U)

Oesiqn and specifications subject to chanqe without notice.


